TURNER, Glenn, Encoding Odors in Drosophila Mushroom Body, Cold Spring,  April 4 2013

Stanford SINTN Seminar: 4:30 PM in Clark Aud.

(also see Jeff Beck seminar immed preceding:
also dealt with olfaction in flies)

Glenn's lab is at Cold Spring Harbor.

he wants to understand exaclty what circuit functions each stage
of the drosophila brain perform?

only 100,000 neurons total in its brain

olfac layers 1 and 2 have  50 neuron types total


Ruta  Nature  2010 (diagram of drosoph brain)

pheremone pathway has 4 layers

drosophila:  not too many neurons, not too many layers


OLFAC circuit

starts with antenna with  ORN  (olfac receptor neurons)

then to antennal lobe with   PN (projection neurons)

then to mushroom body with its KC  then to output neurons  ON

KC  = kenyon cells

PN = projection neurons

ORN  olfactory receptor neurons  transduce chem odors...

combinatorial encoding process...

mushroom body (MB)  has  about 2000 KCs...he is interested in learning and memory there...

we want to try to read out the fly brain...
he shows the genetically labeled MB... they look like  two mushrooms: a R and a Left.

use 2 photon imaging  to visualize
 with

GCaMP3  GFP-based calcium sensor

in a single view can get 100s of cells... (they do look exactly like mushrooms)

he shows a clip  with indiv neurons responding to odor
(sprinkled around in the cell body layer)

compare  neuron firng with Odor A vs Odor B

there is a high level of specificity.. there is a SPARSE repres..
only 5% of neurons light up.. highly odor selective...  (in mushroom body = MB)

spontaneous firing rate is almost zero.

quite distinct firing response from  PN1 and PN2  neurons in the Antennal Lobe...

Mushroom is v  stimulus specific and SPARSE...

reminiscent of  Quiroga  et al in Nature 2005  (Jennifer Aniston /  Halle Berry neurons)

reminsc. of  sparse repres in human peri-hippocampal brain areas..

is this specificity really important?

hwo much info abt odor identity is there?

and 2) how to  relate firing neurons to accuracy of memory formation? in terms of
discrimination and generalization...

form a giant vector of all the KCs = kenyon cells in the MB

big firing rate vector of all the KC cells...

he shows a  120 vector with
  7 different odors

2-heptanone
ethyl-lactate
ethyl-octanoate  etc.
parafin oil...

use  linear discrim analysis

classify odors by  MB population  activity = mushroom body activity

compare  odor A vs odor B

scatterplot of  firiing of  (eg)   cell 1 vs cell 2 for two odors  odor A vs odor B

you would like to see  two distinct populations  well separated...


80% of the time you can easily tell what the odor was 
by looking just at the calcium signals (and not even at spikes)
(calcium signals are a somewhat crude proxy for which neurons are firing and when)

so  1)  MB patterns DO enable  odor identification...

next,,  does info in MB activity patterns match how accurately flies form memories?

he shows a difficult discrim task:  eg

ehtyl benzoate  vs  methyl benzoate... v similar peaks at the level of the ORNs.

use standard T maze...  shock the fly in presence in  odor A  vs  safe odor

they easily learn this task...  learn to avoid  odor A and go to odor B...in the T maze

can do that with 85% accuracy  (chance = 50%);

they can do that at 85% accuracy with v similar odors

the best they can do is  90% accuracy  (using octanol vs methylcyclohexanol)
(which are v distinct odors)

next conclusion will be that:  the fly's behavior is coarsely simlar to our 
read-out of which neurons are firing in the MB.

Forrest Coleman:  comment: big variance in firing rate of neurons in one plane... is this
due to the fact that particular plane is not informative  (not lighting up for a partic odor)
and therefore response is domin. by noise.

A: (missed some of this and)  some flys themselves are just not great sniffers.

next task:  use  BLENDSof odors:  eg  do  70:30 odor combos to make this more difficult...

you can make this v difficult... where performacne is just above chance.


look at  R  (correlation coeff.)  at how it changes with different blends

want to connect psychometric and neurometric measures 
 (flies avoiding odors  and  neurons firing in MB)

want to image an entire  MB volume:  
can track  responses in about 1500 cells !!

he shows v cool  animation of entire population  of cells

with bigger red dots for briskly firing neurons...
he compares  eg  blends of 60:40 to those of 40:60

then makes a
Perceptron model...

train these output neurons to respond to odor A  and not to odor B

he shows a perceptron model...

use single fly  (not a pop of flies)

use 108 MB cells


he shows  6 vectors (each of 108 firing rates)
with difft  blends  (combos of  A and B odors)

do synaptic plasticity based on spike rate code...

result:  network learns almost as well as the flies do...

he shows  behavior vs  neural firing rate in model...


next just approx the firing rates using a binary code for a partic kenyon cell
(only adjust weieghts based on whether it fired or NOT)
now train network...
with binarized netwok... the response pattern was still quite good
(even after chucking out the amplitudes)

next result:  specificity determined by overlap btwn representation

he compares the responses in ORNs  (the receptor level)
in which you have v small  differences in peak heights btwn odor A and B
(if A and B are v similar odors)

but that  when you get to MB, you have  huge differences in responses of MB cells....

so, binarizing shows you can learn with a simple rule:
change synaptic strength if cell responds...

*****************

now switch to odor generalization

eg if u learn that  tangerines are good, then switch that behavior to oranges...

looking at sets of 3 odors:  pentyl acetate vs butyl acetate vs ethyl lactate...

eg do flies that learn aversion to pentyl transer that to butyl acetate?

compare  PA and BA (butyl acet) in KC space  (kenyon cell space)

PA and BA are close in KC space...


he does show that  PA to BA distance is much shorter than distances in KC space
for v distinct odors .

behavioral predictions

that flies that learn to avoid  BA  will go to PA  (even though they are similar)

BUT flies that learn to avoid BA will prefer  EL over PA
(cuz  BA is so similar to PA and odor EL is quite different)

results:

shock in presence of PA

after shocking they DO avoid PA and select BA

and same with  reciprocal expt:  (shock with BA)

generalization also works

they do prefer EL to  BA
(if shocked with PA)

next  push to situations where  odors are  really different (neurally)

now switch to odors where chemically distnct compds are used
and yet they have  similar  neural response profiles...

they DO exhibit  same  (positive) result as above..

(ie if they SMELL the same to the fly (based on MB activity pattern) then
they avoid  similar smelling odors despite great differences in chemical composition.
(my paraphrase:  we're really reading out the subjective world of the fly)

************************

now, back to Jennifer Aniston cells  (Quiroga  Nat 2005)

or Halle Berry neurons..

break Halle Berry response into  pieces: mouth eyes, chin/neck  and

corresponding  stim for a sly, eg

strawberries  (to a fly)  also have many components to their odors...

some combo of the active ORNs conveys the identity of the odor...

Who reads these combos?

(Ian Davidson  did this in mammalian piriform cortex)

he shows  diagram  (an EM reconstruc) from Leiss et al in J Comp Neurol 2009

shows  MB claw contacts btwn KC and PN neurons

suppose  each MBN  gets inputs from  difft PN = projection neurons

the claw is a dendritic array of the MB cell  (that's getting its inputs from
PN  projec neurons)

he shows graph comparing activity in the claws of  34 difft MB cells

and shows that the MB dendritic claws receive distinct inputs...

they are responding  to different  projection neurons...


hwo many claws need to be active for an MB cell to spike...

is it just a big OR for the inputs  or  are they respoding to  exotic combos of them?

then did optogenetic stimulation...

now can see both sides of synapse  (both the PN cells and the MB cells)

can dial up the  PN input  by  increasing  the amplitude of the blue light.

as you increase duration  of  light you get more  KC  firing...

can see a single  KC connected via 5 claws...

can reconstruct the full denditic tree...

17 cells had only 1 activated claw

14 KC cells had  2  ACs  (activated claws)

result:  you may  need to have multiple  active inputs to get firing in KC cell.

but, is it some magic number of claws that are needed

or is it just passive summation via cable properties in the claws


big jump in response in the KC  as you go from 1 claw to 2 claws but much less as you go from 2 to 3 etc.

summary:

MB neurons do receive distinct inputs  and

they may require multiple inputs to spike

slide:  integration and capacity in sparse representations

Q  how similar are these patterns across flies

A  spatial maps may not be the most informative way to look at the KC cells
(might be that  genetically similar cells are  where the similarity occurs across flies)




